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Apolipoprotein E ( A m - E )  binds to the P-amyloid peptide and is present in senile neuritic plaques in Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD). The  €4 isoform of APO-E has been associated with both sporadic and familial late-onset AD, implying 
a causal role. Among patients and control subjects similar in age, gender, and ethnic group from the New York City 
community of Washington Heights-Inwood, we found that the odds ratio (OR) for AD associated with homozygosity 
for A P O - E ~  was 17.9 (95% confidence interval [CI}, 4.6-69.8) and that associated with heterozygosity for APO-r4 
was 4.2 (95% CI, 1.8-9.5), compared with persons with other APO-E genotypes. The association was stronger among 
patients with sporadic disease (OR = 10.3; 9596 CI, 3.4-31.1) than among those with a family history of dementia in 
a first-degree relative (OR = 0.9; 959% CI, 0.1-13.5). The association between A P O - E ~  and AD did not differ according 
to age at onset ( 4 5  vs 265), but appeared to vary across the 3 ethnic groups investigated (black, Hispanic, and white). 
Our data confirm the association between AD and A P O - E ~  and support the hypothesis that the A P O - E ~  allele either 
confers genetic susceptibility to AD or may be in linkage disequilibrium with another susceptibility locus. Ethnic 
variability in the allelic frequency of A P O - E ~  in the elderly warrants further investigation. 
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The  frequency of the ~4 allele of apolipoprotein E 
IAPO-E) was found to be increased among patients 
with either sporadic or familial late-onset (onset of de- 
mentia after age 65)  Alzheimer’s disease (AD), com- 
pared with control subjects and patients with young- 
onset familial AD [l, 21. Because the APO-E locus is 
on chromosome 19q13.2, near the site of linkage to 
late-onset familial AD [3], it may be a “susceptibility 
gene” for AD. We sought to replicate these obscrva- 
tions in a community-based study of patients and con- 
trol subjects from New York City. 

Methods 
Subjects amd Setting 
Blood for genomic DNA was obtained from 45 consecu- 
tively encountered patients meeting research criteria 14, S }  
for probable AD who were participating in a community- 
based study of dementia during the period of March I, 1993, 
to July 15, 1993. Age at onset and family history of dementia 
in first-degree relatives were obtained in structured inter- 
views. Forty-three healthy elderly residents of the same com- 
munity who participated in the study a.~ control subjects were 
selected from a pool of 180 such individuals using frequency 

matching for age (within 5 years), gender, and ethnic group 
with the patients. Blood for genomic DNA was obtained 
from these individuals. All control subjects received the same 
interviews and clinical assessments as the patients and were 
found to be free of dementia and related disorders. 

Genomic DNA Ampl$cation and Restriction 
Isotyping of APO-E 
APO-E genotypes were determined after isolating DNA 
from white blood cells and digesting with HhAI, using a 
method modified from that described by Hixson and Vernier 
[6]. All genotypes were determined without knowledge of 
patient or control subject status. 

Data Andysis 
Allele frequencies for patients with AD and control subjects 
were estimated by counting alleles and calculating sample 
proportions. Frequencies of APO-E genotypes in patients 
and control subjects were compared using the chi-square test. 
We estimated both simpie and stratified odds ratios (OR) 
for AD associated with the presence of the APO-e4 allele 
(homozygous and heterozygous) [7]. Odds ratios were also 
calculated using logistical regression to adjust for some covar- 
iates 1x1. 
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Results 
There were no differences between patients with AD 
and control subjects in age (AD, 67.2 k 9.5; control 
subjects, 66.1 2 S.9), gender (96 women: AD, 64.4%; 
control subjects, 60.5%1), and ethnicity (% white, 
black, and Hispanic, respectively: AD, 62, 16, and 
22%; control subjects, 58, 14, and 28%). 

APO-E 3 /3  was the most frequent genotype among 
the control subjects (67.4%), whereas APO-E 41.1 was 
the most frequent genotype among patients (4096). 
The A P O - E ~  allele frequency in patients was 0.34 and 
it was significantly higher than that in the control sub- 
jects (0.1 I ;  x2 = 14; p < 0.001). Table 1 shows that 
the OR for A D  associated with homozygosity for the 
A P O - E ~  was 17.9 (7596 CI, 4.6-69.8); the OR for 
heterozygosity was 4.2 (95% CI, 1.8-9.5). No control 
subject was homozygous for A P O - E ~ ,  whereas 5 pa- 
tients with A D  were homozygous (3 white, l black, 
and 1 Hispanic). 

Among patients with AD, the A P O - E ~  allele fre- 
quency was similar in whites, blacks, and Hispanics 
(0.34, 0.36, and 0.35, respectively; x2 = 2.6; p = 
0.6). Among control subjects, the allele frequency was 
significantly lower in whites (0.04) than in blacks (0.33) 
or Hispanics (0.13) (x' = 11.1;p < 0.05). This higher 
frequency of A P O - E ~  among healthy black individuals 
has been previously described [S,  lo}. Odds ratios for 
A D  associated with A P O - E ~  differed among the ethnic 
groups as noted in Table 2. The differences across the 
3 ethnic groups in terms of the ORs for A D  associated 
with APO-E~ were of borderline statistical significance 
(x' = 5.3; 0.05 < p  < 0.1). 

Twenty-one patients had onset of dementia before 
age 65, whereas the remaining 24 had onset at age 65 
or older. The OR for A D  associated with one or more 
A P O - E ~  alleles was greater for patients with A D  with 
onset before age 65 (OR = 7.4; 95% CI, 2.1-76.1) 
than for patients with onset at age 65 or older (OR = 
3.4; 9595 CI, 1.1-11.5) compared with control sub- 
jects, although these 2 ORs were not significantly dif- 
ferent from each other. 

The association between A D  and A P O - E ~  was 
stronger for patients with sporadic disease (OR = 

10.3; 95% CI, 3.4-31.1) than for patients with afamily 

Table 1 .  Odds Ratio for Alzheimeri DiJease AJsociated uith 
Either Homozygostty or Heterozygosity for the A P O - E ~  Isoform 

Apolipoprotein Alzheimer's Control Odds Ratio 
E Genotype Disease Subjects (95% CI) 

(4,4) 5 0 17.9 (4.6-6'9.8) 
(4 ,  - )" 21  9 4.2 (1.8-9.5) 
( - , - )  19 34 1.0 (reference) 

"Under the genotype, ( - )  indicates any isoform other than €4 (i.e., 
€2 or €3). 

Tuble 2. Odds Katim [or Ahheimer'J Ui.reae Associated 
with O m  or More APO-t4 Alhles by Ethnic Group 

No. of Subjects 

Alzheimer's Control 
Disease Subjects Odds Ratio 

Ethnic Group (n = 45) (n = 43) (95% CI) 

Whire 
21  €4 allele" 16 2 15.3 (3.0-78.1) 
0 €4 allele 12 23 1.0 (reference) 

Black 
2 I €4 allele 4 4 0.7 (0.1-6./t) 
0 ~4 allele 3 2 1.0 (reference) 

2 1  €4 allele 6 3 4.5 (0.7-27.7) 
0 €4 allele 4 9 1.0 (reference) 

Odds Ratio 5.2 (1.9-11.8) 
Test for homogeneity (df = 2)  

xL  = 5.32; 0.05 < p  < O.lb 

Hispanic 

Mantel-Haenszel Estimate of Common 

"umber of subjects heterozygous or homozygous for APO-t4. 
"The rest for hoinogeneiry indicated that the difference in rhe odds 
ratios aniong the 3 ethnic groups was of borderline statistical signifi- 
cance. 

history of dementia in a first-degree relative (OR = 
0.9; 95% CI, 0.1-13.5), but the number of subjects 
with a family history of dementia was too small 
for definitive conclusions (AD = 9;  control subjects 
= 4). 

Discussion 
These results confirm earlier reports { 1, 2f of an associ- 
ation between A P O - E ~  and AD. However, our find- 
ings differ in that we found the association regardless 
of the age at onset of AD. Our results also raise the 
possibility that the association may differ across ethnic 
groups and may not be present in blacks. 

APO-E is a lipoprotein involved in cholesterol trans- 
port in plasma; it is also produced and secreted in the 
brain by glial cells [ I  1-14}. APO-E binds to the extra- 
cellular senile plaque, the neurofibrillary tangle, and at 
the site of amyloid angiopathy in patients with A D  121, 
as well as to amyloid plaques in patients with Creutz- 
feld-Jakob disease Cl51. Because in vitro APO-E binds 
to the P-amyloid peptide, it may be involved in the 
intracellular and extracellular metabolism of amyloid 
121. Thus, finding an association between the A P O - E ~  
allele and A D  implies that the €4 isoform of apolipo- 
protein in particular could affect P-amyloid metabolism 
r21. 

The previous association between A P O - E ~  and A D  
was for both sporadic and familial late-onset forms. 
From an autopsy series and a clinic population, the 
APO-€4 allele frequency for A D  was 4096, compared 
with 15% in the control subjects, spouses, and agroup 
of patients with early-onset A D  [l]. The patients and 
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control subjects in these studies were of European an- 
cestry; no other ethnic groups were investigated. Vari- 
ability in the APO-E allele frequencies has been stud- 
ied primarily in white populations, but available data 
indicate that the frequency of A P O - E ~  allele for blacks 
from the United States and Nigeria [9, 101 can be as 
high as 30%. Data for Hispanic populations are lim- 
ited; the frequency for Mexican-Americans was found 
to be similar to that in white populations 116). The 
frequency of the A P O - E ~  allele is also decreased 
among older individuals, possibly due to greater mor- 
tality from arteriosclerosis in €4 carriers [ 121. Thus, 
the low frequency of A P O - E ~  among white control 
subjects in our study (0.04) might be explained, in part, 
by their advanced age, as well as by their selection to 
be free of AD. Cauley and associates { 17)  found the 
A P O - E ~  allele frequency in healthy elderly populations 
to be approximately 75%, but AD was not investigated. 

If the APO-€4 allele has a direct role in increasing 
the risk of AD, then a large proportion of the popula- 
tion-between 4 and 30%, depending on the ethnic 
group-may be “at r i sk  by virtue of carrying at least 
one A P O - E ~  allele. The 1 % of the population homozy- 
gous for A P O - E ~  r14, 171 may be at even greater risk, 
as shown by our data. Although our study was small, 
the lack of an association among blacks due to the 
higher frequency of the A P O - E ~  allele among black 
control subjects may imply that A P O - E ~  is in linkage 
disequilibrium with an AD susceptibility locus, rather 
than being a direct cause. Further investigation of the 
variability of the A P O - E ~  allele in elderly populations 
and the mechanism by which the APO-€4 allele aug- 
ments susceptibility to AD seems warranted by these 
observations. 
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